Throughout this article the following notations will be used. E is a complex separated locally convex space; U is a non void open subset of E; F is a complex normed space; 3ίf (JJ\ F) is the complex vector space of all holomorphic mappings from U into F: ^{ n E\ F) is the complex vector space of all continuous ^-homogeneous polynomials from E into F;{ljn\)d n f{t)e^( n E\F) is the nth coefficient of the Taylor series of / at t, n = 0, l, ,/e^(t7; F); r 0 is the compact open topology on 3$f{U\ F); r TO8 is the locally convex topology on £ίf(TJ\F) generated by all seminorms of the type Vκ,nM) =
teK, ueB
where n = 0,1, , K is a compact subset of U, B is a bounded balanced subset of E; ^8( n E; F) is \0*(*E; F) endowed with the locally convex topology of the uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E. We will introduce a new locally convex topology, τ ωs9 on έ%f{TJ\F) which, in some cases, coincides with the Nachbin 34 M. BIANCHINI, 0. W. PAQUES AND M. C. ZAINE topology τ ω (Nachbin [8] ). The topology τ ω has been extensively studied in the theory of infinite dimensional holomorphy. (Nachbin [7] .) For example, τ ω8 = τ ω on g(f(E\ C) = Sff{E) } if E is normed. Furthermore, τ ω8 = r 0 (the compact-open topology) on βέ? (E) , if E is a Montel space (see Corollary 1.14) . In the § 1, the r ω8 -continuous seminorms are characterized and we generalize for locally convex spaces a result of Dineen [5] , which is true for Banach spaces. The τ ω8 -bounded subsets and the τ ω8 -relatively compact subsets of έ%f(JJ\F) are studied. In the §2, it is given a characterization of the completion of {£^{Έ), τ ωg ). In the § 3, it is given a characterization of the τ oh (bornological topology associated with τ 0 )-continuous seminorms on H{E). (Here, H(E) denotes the set of all functions f:E-*C, such that there is P n in &*( n E), for n = 0,1, , so that, for each KaE compact, B c E bounded, there is a = a(B) > 0, with / = ΣϊU Pn, uniformly on K + aB.)
For basic material on Infinite Dimensional Holomorphy we refer to [6] , [7] , and [8].
1* The strong compact-ported topology* DEFINITION 1.1. Let B be a bounded balanced subset of E and K be a compact subset of Z7. A seminorm p on <!%f(U; F) is K-B ported or strongly ported by K if for each ε > 0, with K + εB c U, there is c(ε) > 0 such that P(f) ^ c(e) sup (||/(ί) ||; t e K + εB} for every fe βέ?(U; F). The locally convex topology τ ω8 on £έf(U\ F) is generated by all seminorms which are strongly ported by compact subsets of U. It is called the strong compact-ported topology. PROPOSITION 
// K is a compact subset of U, B is a balanced bounded subset of E and p is a seminorm on 3ίf{JJ\ F), then the following conditions are equivalent:
( Now, we show that p is r ω8 -continuous. Given ε > 0, choose n ϋ a positive integer such that a n <^ ε for all n ^ n 0 . As Lemma 1.4, we get
Hence p is continuous on (J%f(U) F)τ ω8 ). Now let p x be a continuous seminorm on {^f(TJ\F\τ ω8 ).
We show that p x is dominated by a norm of the form (1) . By Proposition 1.2, for some KαU compact and balanced and BczE balanced and bounded, p x satisfies: for each
For each n and ε > 0, let K n (ε) be the smallest positive number or zero such that p x (PJ ^ K n (ε)\\P n \\ κ+εB for all P n e^( n E;F). Since K n (ε) ^ c(s) for all n 9 we get lim,^ sup K n (ε) ί/n ^1 < δ. Now choose a positive integer n x such that (iΓ w (l)) 1/w ^ δ for all n ^ ^ and by induction take n k such that n k > n k^ and
Hence there is C> 0 such that K n (a n )<C.δ n for all n. Therefore by Lemma 1.4, we get
Let bounded if, and only if, be a subset of 3ίf{XJ\ F). <%f is τ ωs -is τ r bounded.
Proof. It is suffices to show that if ^ is rebounded then is τ ωs -bounded. Suppose <^Γ is τ 0 -bounded. By [2] 
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Choose ε > 0 so that εc < It is then clear that, if /e JT and q(f) ^ 1/2, then p(f) ^ 1. This proves that τ ω8 ]*, = τ^ U If we next consider any subset ^ bounded for τ 0 , the set -J2f is bounded for τ 0 , and it contains 0. Since the neighborhoods of 0 in the topology on £f -<%f induced by τ ωs and τ^ are identical, it follows that the uniform structures on J2f induced by the uniform structures associated to τ ω8 and τ^ are identical. The next proposition belongs to J. A. Barroso, [1] , where the proof contains some small mistakes and here they are corrected. PROPOSITION 
Suppose F Φ {0} and E be a locally convex space such that corresponding to every bounded subset BczE there is a compact subset KczE such that B is contained in the closure of the absolutely convex hull of K, Γ(K). Then τ 0 -τ^ on 3ίf{JJ\ F). Conversely, ifr 0 = τ OO8 on £ίf(U) -J%*{U)C), then corresponding to every bounded subset BaE, there is a compact subset KaE such that B is contained in Γ(K).
Proof. We prove the first part. Thus let E be a locally convex space such that corresponding to every bounded subset BaE there is a compact subset KczE such that B is contained in Γ(K). Since τ 0 ^ w it is enough to show that τ^ <; τ 0 on 2ίf{JJ\ F). 
] Λ P yeK Q +p(K+ "+K)
If we take p > 0 such that
in U, we obtain a compact subset of U and therefore r Mί ^ τ 0 on J^(ί7; ί 7 ). Conversely, if τ 0 = r TO8 on Sίf{JJ\ then τ o /£" = τJE'.
Therefore, the τ^-topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E is induced by τ^ in E' and τJE' = τ βo . Hence if B c £7 is a subset bounded of E, B° is the polar of B, there is a compact subset K of E and ε > 0, such that if then V£ B°. Therefore BcB oo c F°. But if xe V\ we claim \T(x)\ ^ e'MIΓIU for all TeE'.
In fact if 8 > 0 and TGJE', then for G = εΓ/(||Γ|U + <5), we have ||G||^^ε and so GeF and so \G(x)\ ^ 1. This gives | T(x)\ ^ ε-^H Γ|U + 8) and as δ is arbitrary, it follows that | T{x)\ ^ ε" 
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2* The completion of (3ίf(E), τ ωa ). In here, the completions are considered as subspaces of the space of the G-holomorphic functions in E. We denote by 'gefjjsl) the set of all functions f:E->C such that there is P n in the completion of ^8{ n E), for n = 0,1, , so that for each KdE compact, BdE bounded there is α = α{B) > 0 with / = Σ -P» uniformly on K + αB. We use the notation ^E) for the completion of {^f{E\ τ ωs ) and &* 8 { n E) for the completion of
Here we prove that 3ίf 8 {E) = Sif^E). For this we need the following lemma.
there is P n e &j(*E), for n = 0,l, such that f(t) = Σ«=o P n (t) Hence for any positive integer m and a, β ^ λ, we have
Since {fβ)β &Λ is a Cauchy net in (Sίf{Έ), τ ω8 ), for n = 0,1,
For each w = 0,1, •••, let P Λ = limj ei4 c£*/j(())/w!.
If we take a^X and the limit in (1) for βeΛ, we get By (3) we have in particular that Σ2U PJf) * s finite for each t e E. If we take the limit in (2) for m -> °o f we get in particular for each t e E; On SίfJJsl) we may define the r ωs -topology and show in the same way as Proposition 1.5 that this topology is equivalent to the topology defined by the seminorms of the type used there. Furthermore as in the Lemma 1.4, we obtain that if fe β^c(E) y there is P n in ^8( n E) for each n = 0,1, , so that ΣSU P* converges to / in (£έf c {E),τ ωs ). PROPOSITION 2.3. Proof. By definition, we have SίfJ^E) c βer o (β) . Let now fe J%?£E). Then by the remark above, there is P n e^8( n E) for each n = 0,1, ., such that ΣϊU>P» converges to / in {Sίf c {E\ τ ωs ). For each fc=0,1, ••-, n, P h e^J^E)c:^E).
Therefore Σϊ=oP*e^5lS). Since (Σ*=o P*)»=o is a Cauchy sequence in (gίfJJS), τ ω8 ) we have by the remark above and the previous lemma, that (Σ5=oP*)2U is a Cauchy sequence in ggfJίJS). Therefore, / = 'Σ?=oP* belongs to 3* The r Qb topology on H(E). We denote by H(E) the set of all functions f:E->C such that there is P n in &*( n E) for n = 0,1, , so that for each KcE compact, BaE bounded, there is a = a(B) > 0 with. / = ΣSU-P» uniformly on X + aB. δ n f (0) Proof. If p is a seminorm on ^f{E) satisfying (1) and (2) (1) and (2), hence τ or continuous (by first part of the proof). Thus, since p <; p 19 τ oh can be defined by seminorms satisfying (1) and (2) . We wish to thank professor M. C. Matos for the suggestions and fruitful discussions at all article.
